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Figures	3.16:	Windows,	National	Wallace	Monument,	Stirling	(left	to	right:	Bruce,	Wallace,	
archer,	spearman)	(National	Wallace	Monument)	









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NRS: ‘Earl of Buchan papers.’ GD247/27/69 Bundle 69/1. 
 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bannockburn	memorial,	Ceres	 1914	 3.2:	Monuments	 Battle	of	Bannockburn	
Wallace	statue,	Aberdeen	 1888	 3.2:	Monuments	 William	Wallace	
Wallace	and	Bruce	statues,	Edinburgh	Castle	 1929	 3.2:	Monuments	 William	Wallace,	Robert	
Bruce	
King	Alexander	III	memorial,	Kinghorn	 1887	 3.2:	Monuments	 Alexander	III	
Wallace	memorial,	Elderslie	 1912	 3.2:	Monuments	 William	Wallace	
Wallace	statue,	Dryburgh	 1814	 3.2:	Monuments	 William	Wallace	
Wallace	stone,	Drumshoreland	Muir	 1784	 3.2:	Monuments	 William	Wallace	
Sir	Simon	Fraser	stone,	Drumshoreland	Muir	 1784	 3.2:	Monuments	 Simon	Fraser	
Wallace’s	stone,	Polmont	 n/a	 3.2:	Monuments	 William	Wallace	
Wallace’s	tree,	Blairs	 n/a	 3.2:	Monuments	 William	Wallace	
Wallace’s	oak	and	yew,	Paisley	 n/a	 3.2:	Monuments	 William	Wallace	
King’s	Hall,	Rannoch	 n/a	 3.2:	Monuments	 Robert	Bruce	
Bruce’s	Stone,	Glentrool	 1929	 3.2:	Monuments	 Robert	Bruce	
Randolph	Field,	Stirling	 n/a	 3.2:	Monuments	 Thomas	Randolph	
















Battle	of	Stirling	Bridge	anniversary	 1897	 4.1:	Anniversaries	 Battle	of	Stirling	Bridge	
Unveiling:	Bannockburn	memorial,	Ceres	 1914	 4.2:	Monument	unveilings	 Battle	of	Bannockburn	
Unveiling:	Wallace	statue,	Aberdeen	 1888	 4.2:	Monument	unveilings	 William	Wallace	





Unveiling:	National	Wallace	Monument	 1869	 4.2:	Monument	unveilings	 William	Wallace,	Battle	of	
Stirling	Bridge	
Stevenson,	A	Chronicle	of	the	Kings	of	Scotland	 1830	 5.1:	Texts	 Robert	Bruce	
Stevenson,	Illustrations	of	Scottish	History	 1834	 5.1:	Texts	 William	Wallace	












Jamieson,	The	Bruce;	and	Wallace	 1820	 5.1:	Texts	 William	Wallace,	Robert	
Bruce	
Skeat,	The	Bruce	 1870	 5.1	Texts	 Robert	Bruce	
Watson,	Sir	William	Wallace	 1861	 5.1	Texts	 William	Wallace	
Scott,	Lord	of	the	Isles	 1815	 5.1:	Texts	 Robert	Bruce	
 330 	
Scott,	Tales	of	a	Grandfather	 1828-1831	 5.1:	Texts	 Robert	Bruce,	William	
Wallace	
Scott,	Castle	Dangerous	 1831	 5.1:	Texts	 Robert	Bruce,	James	Douglas	
















The	History	of	King	Robert	the	Bruce	 n/a	 5.1:	Texts	 Robert	Bruce	







‘Scots	Wha	Hae’	 1793	 5.1:	Texts	 William	Wallace,	Robert	
Bruce	





‘The	Siller	Gun’	 1836	 5.1:	Texts	 Robert	Bruce	
Wallace,	or,	The	Vale	of	Ellersie	 1804	 5.1:	Texts	 William	Wallace	
The	Shade	of	Wallace	 1807	 5.1:	Texts	 William	Wallace	
 331 	
A	new	collection	of	poems	 1824	 5.1:	Texts	 William	Wallace	
The	Wallace	Song	Book	 n/a	 5.1:	Texts	 William	Wallace,	Robert	
Bruce	




The	History	of	King	Robert	the	Bruce	 n/a	 5.1:	Texts	 Robert	Bruce	
Sir	William	Wallace	 n/a	 5.1:	Texts	 William	Wallace	
King	Robert	the	Bruce	 n/a	 5.1:	Texts	 Robert	Bruce	
William	Allan,	Heroism	and	Humanity	 1840	 5.2:	Paintings	 Robert	Bruce	











John	Hassall,	Bannockburn	 1914-1915	 5.2:	Paintings	 Battle	of	Bannockburn	












Naval	and	Military	Exhibition,	Edinburgh	 1889	 5.3:	Relics	 n/a	
Art,	Loan,	and	Industrial	Exhibition,	Lanark	 1890	 5.3:	Relics	 Robert	Bruce,	James	Douglas	
 332 	
National	Exhibition,	Glasgow	 1911	 5.3:	Relics	 Robert	Bruce,	William	
Wallace	
Brooch	of	Lorne	display,	London	 1931	 5.3:	Relics	 Robert	Bruce	







Wallace’s	sword,	National	Wallace	Monument	 n/a	 5.3:	Relics	 William	Wallace	
	
	
	
	
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
